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23-11-2014 05:12 Cant wait to go watch this movie tonight :) make sure to add it to your watchlist :)
great music video :) i'm speechless that im actually able to watch something like this at a young age..

now i really need to make time to do bollywood songs at home :D thanks a ton for watching :) im only
14 so this isn't really my first time watching anything bollywood at my age :D I really wanna see this

movie, so kudos, you did a great job on the editing (and your music is awesome)! I don't know how you
did that frame that literally looked like the bass line in one of Rayray's songs, but wow, what a cool

effect! Imma let you have all my places to watch free movies at Have fun with it, please upload movies
that you can not find on youtube, thanks! i am now a huge fan of rihanna. this is my first time watching
her videos and im super impressed at how difficult they are to make This is a stunningly beautiful video

that I am a huge fan of. Please make more videos like this, I'm going to need to buy a lot of plants to
grow my love for you. amazing!! i love the intro with the lyrics!! i wish you could make more like this.
the song is so good. i hope you make more of these! these songs are so hard to make, and you made it
look so easy, it makes me want to learn how. xoxo I literally just downloaded the 7zip file. Didn't even
click play at first. That intro was so awesome, I have an urge to go out and find a guitar or strum a song
in that exact manner. The lyrics as well are gorgeous, such an amazing tribute to her. For some reason I

just burst into tears. I love you so much, Rihanna Hi, thanks for the reply, I'm learning how to make
music and I really like singing with ukuleles, that's my new project because I really don't have anything
to record with. The chords are a little strange because I've never played chords on a ukulele but I have
the chords written down. I'm just having a lot of fun learning it all. At first I was just trying to get the

chords because I thought it would be easy but I really want to practice singing and mastering my
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